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User sharing in 1.1? Or upgrade to 1.2?
Posted by johnlewisdesign - 2009/09/02 15:30
_____________________________________

Hi Edwin 

Thanks for the tip the other day re: symbolic links - I thought I had made them all create folders, but alas
not the templates directory - in fact I'm not sure it would let me for some reason. Also sorry for not
reading the manual (in depth anyway, I did get the gist), I haven't got time to sleep at the moment let
alone anything else, so busy! Anyhow, I simply renamed the symbolic links 'tempateszzz' and extracted
a zip of the master 'templates' directory in its place. Now it works great! 

One thing I forgot to look at was USER SHARING. I have a feeling this will bite me in the ass. 

I now have 1 master and 12 subsites all completed, but all with independent logins, not ideal. Is it
possible to amend this in 1.1 on my sites without losing my data, or do I have to buy 1.2? Not an issue if
I do, I just need to go live with this site in the next few days (you already sent me a voucher thanks for
that). 

Finally, bet you're gonna tell me I need to start again with all 12 sites, aren't you! 

:S :blush: :dry: :unsure: :(  

Thx in advance. 

John

============================================================================

Re:User sharing in 1.1? Or upgrade to 1.2?
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/09/02 19:22
_____________________________________

Normally, it is not possible to convert an existing website having specific independent user into a user
sharing. 

The only case that I imagine is the one where the users does not exists yet in the sub-diste (or only the
administrator). 
The operation would consists (but must be tested) in deleting the existing Joomla user tables and
sessions to allow JMS share them with an existing website. 
This is dangerous and not easy but this could be possible when there is no users in the sub-site (except
the admin user or very few that could be recreated)

============================================================================

Re:User sharing in 1.1? Or upgrade to 1.2?
Posted by johnlewisdesign - 2009/09/02 22:07
_____________________________________

Hi 
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My slaves have no users, main site only has 5 as its under development. 

I do however have jFusion installed to bridge my master with PHPBB3, so wondered if there's a single
sign on for JMS? The sites all uses the 1 database with different prefixes. 

I only need one registration point. 

Can I use 1.2 for this, or even jFusion?  

Thanks in advance. 

John

============================================================================

Re:User sharing in 1.1? Or upgrade to 1.2?
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/09/03 10:23
_____________________________________

Today, JFusion is defined in JMS 1.2.x Tools for the installation only. 
It is not defined for the sharing. 
Concerning PHPBB3, I have already posted answers concerning this indepedent product as it is not part
of Joomla. 

As I have already say, this PHPBB3 use its own table prefix for the forum. 
So if you want to use separated forum for different website, you must use different DBs. 

In your case, if you share the same DBs, this mean that you will have a single PHPBB3 for all the
website. 
The potential problem that you may encounter is related to the syncrhonisation of the users between
PHPBB3 and the different website. 
If you use the JMS 1.2 user sharing, maybe (not guarantee) that it could help you have a correct
synchronisation.

============================================================================

Re:User sharing in 1.1? Or upgrade to 1.2?
Posted by marq - 2010/07/02 09:06
_____________________________________

Would it be possible for someone to explain the best way to use jFusion and Multisites? 

I have 5 sub.domains on one DB. Users are only added manually (can't register themselves) to each
subdomain. 
Not all subdomains have same users, only some. 
I need UserA to have single log-in to subA, subC but not the others. 

How do I configure/share jFusion in Multi-sites to do this? 

Thanks
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